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DevOps Pipeline

Orasi DevOps Strategy: 
Informed Direction for Fast, 
Predictable, Continuous Pipelines

All companies have a method for getting changes to production, 
but few take the time to rethink their approach to delivery 
based on the ever-expanding capabilities that DevOps offers. 
Unfortunately, many companies have multiple teams within their 
organization cobbling together siloed solutions using disparate 
tools and inconsistent processes.

Sound familiar? That’s where Orasi comes in. We help firms 
define and deliver leading-edge strategies using fast, 
predictable, continuous pipelines that reduce cycle time, 
increase velocity, and maintain quality.  

Where Strategy Takes a Wrong Turn

Are you confident that your firm’s DevOps strategy is sound, or 
do you have doubts? Do some departments or divisions perform 
DevOps well, but others don’t? If you’re uncertain, consider these 
questions:

• Do you have a strategy in place?
• Is your strategy high-level only, with no confirmed roadmap to  
 execute and deliver?
• Do stakeholders feel left out of the strategy process, or was it  
 developed without their consensus and buy-in?
• Is your strategy inadequate or outdated, and yet you keep   
 plodding along, hoping for the best?
• Is your strategy siloed and set up to deliver partial full-scale   
 results?

Orasi can articulate and drive a clearly defined strategy that aligns 
with your business goals. 

Let Orasi Guide Your DevOps Journey

Whether you are focused on the full CI/CD scope, or a pipeline 
subset such as infrastructure-as-code or container guidance, 
Orasi’s GPS Strategy Services allow us to quickly:

• Locate and assess where you are.
• Recalculate where you want to go to achieve
 continuous flow, and define a step-by-step plan.
• Navigate you back on track and avoid roadblocks.
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Our Strategy Development Services Include: 

• Initiate: Define all stakeholders, establish plan and communicate cadence.

• Current state: Gather broad definition of how solution is delivered today; access people, 
 processes, technology and culture aspects, while identifying prioritized list of issues. 

• Future State: Facilitate group through options that address issues, and develop changes 
to establish future direction. 

• Gap Identification: Evaluate activities required to move groups from current state to 
future state including priorities, cost, effort and dependencies. 

• Roadmap: Leverage the activities from the gap to define a clear path forward. 

Are You Looking for a Strategy or Simply an Assessment?

Our strategy provides deep-dives into how things are done today and facilitates your team 
through future state options and recommendations, as well as a roadmap to accomplish it. 
Our Assessment offering is a subset of the broader strategy effort that evaluates your current 
state and provides expert-based opinions on improvements. Your group can then leverage the 
results to build the future state and a plan to achieve your new direction.

No matter where you are on your DevOps journey, it’s never too late to refresh your program 
and articulate a clearly defined strategy. The outcome? Better alignment with business goals 
today—and greater resilience for technology evolution in the future.

Our Proven Strategy Approach

Our strategy approach guides your group through a series of targeted activities and 
exercises to develop team consensus on the vision and an actionable plan to achieve 
tangible business value. 

Strategy Offerings

Whether you already have 
partial components of your 
broader plan in place or need 
to reset from the start, Orasi 
has an offering to meet you 
there:

Strategies for
Comprehensive 
DevOps Pipelines:

• Assessing a single, full   
 pipeline or multiple pipeline  
 scenarios.

• Assessing your custom   
 pipeline or COTS (e.g.   
 Salesforce) pipelines.

Strategies for DevOps
Components:

• Continuous Integration (CI)

• Continuous Infrastructure/ 
 Continuous Delivery (CI/ CD)

• Continuous Deployment

• Continuous Testing 

• Continuous Data 

• Continuous Planning

• Continuous Operations

• Continuous Security
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